
Physis 200-04Assignment 41) [Based on Frenh 6-8℄. A propulsion system has been proposed where astrong llaser is shone at a totally reeting "sail" in spae. The sail is assumedto be perfetly reeting in its own rest frame. Ie, the energy of the photonreeted equals the inident energy in this frame (assuming that the rest massenergy of the sail is muh greater than the energy of the photon) Ie, you anassume that in the frame the sail, the photon has the same energy after reetionas when it was inident.℄i) First, assume that the sail is muh heavier than the partile. Show thatif the sail is travelling with veloity v, the energy transfered to the sail by asingle photon of inident energy � (travelling in the same diretion as the sail)is 2� v1+v .( This problem uses oordinates suh the =1) (Hint{ transform thephoton to the frame moving with the sail, assume speular reetion and thentransform the reeted photon bak to the original frame.)ii) Consider the photons emitted from the soure at n per seond. How manyphotons per unit length are there travelling from the soure to the sail? Whatis the total number between the soure and the sail when the sail is a distanex from the soure. How many photons per seond hit the sail in the frame ofthe soure? What is the energy transfer per unit time to the sail?There are many ways of doing this problem. One way would be to do whatI suggest in the problem. Note I will do the problem with =1. To restore thes, divide all veloities by , multiply all times by .In the frame of the sail, the photon simply bounes o� the sail, without itsenergy or momentum being hanged sine the mass of the sail is so muh greaterthan the energy of the photon. Thus, we do a Lorentz transformation of thephoton into the frame of the sail, and then take the photon that has bounedo� the sail bak to the frame of the observer. The photon energy momentum is0B� ��001CA (1)Transforming to the frame of the sail travelling with veloity v in the positivediretion ~� = osh(�)(�� v�) = � 1p1� v2 (1� v) = �r1� v1 + v (2)(Sine we know that a light partile remains a light partile in the new framewe know that the momentum is still equal to the energy.)1



After the ollision the partile in the frame of the sail has energy momentumvetor 0B� ~��~�00 1CA (3)sine we are assuming that the mass of the sail is muh muh greater than �.Transforming this bak to the frame of the lab is equivalent to doing a Lorentzboost with veloity -v. This gives~~� = 1p1� v2 (~�+ v(�~�) (4)= ~�r1� v1 + v ~� = 1� v1 + v � (5)Thus in the earth frame the photon now has energy momentum vetor1� v1 + v 0B� 1�100 1CA (6)The hange in momentum of the photon is just the hange in momentum of thesail. Thus ÆPsail = ��1 + 1� v1 + v� = 2� 11 + v (7)The fore on the sail is just the hange in momentum times the number ofphotons whih hit the sail per seond.This problem an also be done as a "Compton e�et" ollision where theollision angle is 180 degrees. The onservation equation isMp1� v2 0B� 1v001CA+ �0B� 11001CA = M 1p1� ~v2 0B� 1~v001CA+ ~�0B� 1�100 1CA (8)where I have expliitly written out the energy and momentum of the sail interms of the mass and veloity. Assuming that the hange in veloity is of thesail is very small, we an expand to �rst order in Æ = ~v � v.�0B� 11001CA =M Æp1� v23 0B� 1v001CA+M 1p1� v2 0B� 0Æ001CA+ ~�0B� 1�100 1CA (9)This is two equations for the two unknowns Æ and ~� with ~�+ � the same solutionas before. 2



Now, to �nd the fore on the sail if there are n photons per seond sent outfrom the earth to the sail, we have to reall that if the sail is travelling awayfrom us at veloity v, the number of photons hitting the sail per seond ( asseen by the observer on earth) is less than n. The number of photons per unitvolume is n=n in our units, and the volume inreases as vt with time. Thusthe numbr of photons "stored" (ie in transit) inreases as nvt. The numbr ofphotons sent out goes as nt, so the number hitting the sail per unit time mustbe (nt-nvt)/t= n(1-v). The fore on teh sail is thus 2n� 1�v1+vThe energy transfer is � � ~� = 2� v1+v and the energy transfer per unit timeis 2n� (1�v)v1+v . Restoring s, this beomesdEdt = 2n� (1� v ) v1 + v (10)and the fore is F = 2n� (1� v )1 + v (11)simply obtained via dimensional onsideration. (Sine � is an energy, dividingit by  gives something with units of momentum)[Note that alulating the fore and momentum transfer was not asked forin the problem.2) Consider a mass, mass M, whih emits a partile of mass m and leavesthe large partile with mass M'. Show that for given M and M', the veloity ofthe mass M' is largest as m goes to zero. Ie, onverting given mass to photonsis the most eÆient way of using that mass as a fuel for aelerating the largemass �PM = �PM 0 + �Pm (12)or M 0B� 10001CA =M 0 1p1� V 2 0B� 1V00 1CA+m 1p1� v2 0B� 1v001CA (13)where M and M' are given. We want to have V as a funtion of m the mass ofthe emitted partile.The easiest way to elimitate v is to take the We an rewritethis as �Pm = �PM � �PM 0 (14)taking the dot produt of eah side with itself we have�m2 = �M2 �M 02 + 2( �PM � �PM 0) = �M2 �M 02 � 2MM 0 1p1� V 2 (15)3



Solving for V, we haveV 2 = 1�� 2MM 0(M2 +M 02 �m2)�2 (16)To maximize V, we want to minimize the seond term on the right. Sine asm inreases, the denominator dereases, and thus the term inreases, we wantm to be as small as possible. the best would be that it be m=0. whih is thelight-like. Ie, the maximum veloity of the mass M' is obtained if we ejet light.3) A spaeship onverts a ertain fration x of its mass into light per seond(as measured by the spaeship itself) and shines the light out the bak of thespaeship to aelerate it.i) Show that the aeleration of the spaeship is onstant in magnitude (ie�a � �a = jaj2 is onstant, where �a = d�ud� is the aeleration four vetor.ii) How muh of the original mass must be used up in order that the �nalmass of the spaeship is travelling at 0.99[Note: For neither of these parts do you need to solve di�erential equations.℄Sine the aeleration is a length of a four vetor, it is the same no matterwhat frame it is evaluated in. We an therefore evaluate it in the frame of thespaeship.From the previous problem, for m=0, the hange in veloity of the mass Mat rest is V =  1�� 2MM 0M2 +M 02�2! 12 (17)Sine by assumption, some fration of the mass is onverted into light at eahinstant of length dt, we have M 0 = (1� xdt)M anddV =  1�� 2(1� xdt)1 + (1� xdt)2�2! 12 � xdt (18)Thus, the hange in veloity per unit time in the frame in whih the vehile isat rest is just dVdt = x (19)Now, in a frame in whih the vehile is instantaneously at rest, the properveloity is �u = 1p1� V 2 0B� 1V00 1CA (20)and teh aeleration isd�ud� = V dVd� 1p1� V 23 0B� 1V00 1CA+ 1p1� V 2 0B� 0dVd�00 1CA (21)4



Sine in the frame of the partile, � is just t and V=0. we have in that framed�ud� = 0B� 0dVd�00 1CA (22)The length of this vetor is just �dVd� �2 and sine this is just x the aelerationis onstant.To �nd out how muh of the mass the roket must use up to get to .99,the easiest way is to realise that we an regard this as just one big ollision.The roket ship sheds part of its mass and onverts it to photons. Eah photonhas energy-momentum vetor of the form �0B� 1�100 1CA and the sum of all of thephotons emitted by the spaeship will have exatly this same form. E0B� 1�100 1CA.Thus before hand we have�PM = M 0B� 10001CA (23)and afterwards we have �PM 0 = M 0p1� V 2 0B� 1V00 1CA (24)Now we are given that V is given, and we want M'. To eliminate E, the totalenergy of all the photons, we again write the onservation equation so that theeneggy monentum of the light is on one side of the equation and then take thedot produt of both sides with themselves.0 = �M2 �M 02 + 2MM 0p1� V 2 (25)M 02 � 14:2M 0M +M2 = 0 (26)M 0 = M(7:1�p7:12 � 2) � M7:1 (27)Ie, in order to aelerate the spaeship to .99 the speed of light, one only needsto use up about 6/7 of the mass of the spaeship as fuel. )Note that we use thenegative square root in the above. the positive square root would orrespondto the roket absorbing the radiation and getting more massive.5



Note that the spae shuttle delivers only 1/20 of the launh weight of thevehile to earth orbit (with a veloity of about .00002 ) { hemial rokets area really really ineÆient use of the mass of the fuel.4) Sattering: A partile of mass m and veloity v ollides with a largermass M at rest. After the ollision, the two masses are still the same, and thesmall mass moves at an angle � with respet to its original motion. What is theveloity of the large mass after the ollision.Solving this is a mess. While it is perfetly possible to do so, it requiressolving a quadrati equation with all oeÆients an algebrai mess.5)Are the following possible, and if not, why not.i) A gamma ray ( whih moves at the speed of light)of energy 1.5MeV deaysinto an eletron and positron, eah having the same mass, .5MeV. (Note theonvention in partile physis is to measure both energies and masses in eV(eletron Volts). One eletron volt is 1:6 10�19J .No. The intial partile is a massless, null partile. When we add togetherthe other two 4-momenta, their total Energy (over  )must be greater than theirtotal momentum, sine this is true for eahi of the partiles. Thus that sumannot have the magnitude of the momentum be equal to total energy over .***************************************************ii) Two gamma rays eah of energy 1GeV ollide to produe and eletronand a positron.The eletron and positron eah have a mass that is about .5MeV, so thetotal energy is more than enough. Furthermore, if we ollide the gamma rayshead on, their total momentum is zero, and by having the eletron an positrony o� in opposite diretions, their momentum will also add to zero.*********************************************************iii) A partile of mass M at rest ollides with a gamma ray. After the ollisionthe gamma ray is absorbed and the resultant partile still has mass M, and somenon-zero veloity.This is exatly the inverse of the problem we did in lass, in the deayexample. As we saw there, energy onservation demanded that the �nal massbe less than the initial. Here for the same reason the initial mass of he heavypartile must be less than the single �nal mass.***************************************iv) proton of Mass .9383 GeV deays into a neutron of mass .9395 GeV plusa positron of mass .5MeV and a neutrino of mass 0.The intial mass energy is less than the total �nal rest mass energy. Sinethe produts have to have some kineti energy as well, energy onservation tellsus this is impossible.***************************************v)One of the above neutrons deays into a proton, and eletron, and a neu-trino with masses as above.In this ase the sum of the rest mass energies (.9383+.0005+0=.9388GeV) ofthe �nal produts is less than the intial energy (.9395GeV). Thus energetiallythe deay is possible. Furtehrmore, we ould always have the neutrino arry6



zero energy and momentum and then have teh proton and the eletron eaharry the same momentum so that momentum onservation was obeyed as well.*********************************************
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